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INTRODUCTION 
A Proposal of Application Notice (PoAN) has been submitted 
to Glasgow City Council confirming the intention to submit an 
application for planning permission for the refurbishment, alteration 
and extension of the existing office building at 150 St Vincent 
Street, Glasgow. 

The current proposal includes additional floorspace, improvements 
to the façade, internal alterations to provide more flexible 
workspaces, improvements to the entrance on St Vincent Street 
and improved presence/activity on Wellington Street. A key aspect 
of the proposal will be its sustainability credentials in terms of 
retaining and adapting the existing building.

We are keen to obtain the views of the public on the proposed 
development as part of the statutory pre-application process. 

This consultation is a pre-application event and any comments 
received by the applicant are not representations to the planning 
authority. If a planning application is subsequently submitted to 
Glasgow City Council, statutory neighbour notification and publicity 
will be undertaken at that time and you will have the opportunity to 
make formal representations regarding the proposed development.

It is anticipated that a planning application will be submitted to 
Glasgow City Council in Spring 2022.
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SUSTAINABILITY

ZERO CARBON USER 
WELLBEING

PLACE MAKING

The client is very motivated to ensure 150 St Vincent Street is 
rennovated and refurbished with a strong green agenda. The 
proposal will be prioritising a carbon net-zero scheme in line with 
the Scottish Government’s ‘Net-Zero by 2045’ agenda and Glasgow 
City Council’s ambitions for 2030. 

This will include considerations and implementations of the 
following systems:

The current envelope of the building performs very poorly 
thermally, and so this needs to be upgraded significantly in order to 
lower energy usage levels and running costs.

Re-use and re-cycling of building materials where possible. The 
existing concrete structure will be retained throughout the majority 
of the proposal, as this will lower the overall embodied carbon 
levels significantly. Any new materials will be chosen to ensure they 
have a low embodied carbon level, can be recycled and are sourced 
as locally as possible.

Active travel will be encouraged, with the provision of cycle 
facilities. 

Terraces and roof gardens will be introduced into the new proposal. 
It has been shown that when significant planting and greenery is 
introduced into a building not only is it good for human wellbeing, 
but it also aids thermal regulation of the building, lowers air 
pollution and noise levels, regulates water runoff and introduces 
much needed biodiversity into cities.  
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SITE LOCATION
BACKGROUND

150 St. Vincent Street was originally completed in 1976 
and used as the Former Scottish Amicable Life Assurance 
Society HQ before becoming lettable office space in 1996. 

The site’s location lends itself to continue as prime office 
space within the central business district located on the 
edge of the IFSD (International Finance Service District) 
area boundary. Its proximity to main transport links and 
adjacency to Glasgow City Council’s proposed Avenues 
Project makes it highly accessible from all parts of the city 
and beyond. 

P L A N N I N G : 

The Glasgow City Development Plan (CDP) (2017) provides 
the main planning policy framework for determining 
planning applications within the area.

Within the associated proposals map, the building forms 
part of the City Centre Economic Investment Location 
(SEIL) and is included within the Principal Office Area. 
Therefore, it is considered that the creation of additional 
office floorspace would be appropriate in this location, in 
policy terms. 

The building is located within the Glasgow Central 
Conservation Area, therefore the new proposal will be 
assessed on the impact it has and the contribution it makes 
to the existing character of the area.  The Category A listed 
‘Hat-Rack’ building bounds 150 St Vincent Street to the 
east, and as such the impact of the proposal on the setting 
of this building is important.

The proposal will result in significant planning and design 
benefits, particularly through the retention of the existing 
building, with the new design offering an opportunity to 
enhance the visual interest of the building whilst improving 
its current sustainability credentials, expanding the on-site 
amenity provisions for workers and creating more flexible 
work space. 

The proposal will be supported by a robust and 
comprehensive planning application submission to address 
key policy matters.

Photo of existing building along St. Vincent StreetPhoto of existing building at Wellington Street / St. Vincent Street corner

150 SVS Location PlanAerial View of 150 SVS
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UNDERSTANDING THE  CONTEXT

Key

Category A listed building

Category B listed building

Category C listed building 

Spires / Towers

Development Site

Green Space

N

Site: 150 SVS

Conservation Area Boundary

Character Area Boundary

Principle Views
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Area block plan showing listed buildings

The Hatrack 

Photo Elevation of St. Vincent Street

The existing building of 150 St. Vincent 
Street is not listed but the site is located 
within the Business District & Blythswood 
area of the Glasgow Central Conservation 
Area. The area is prominently characterised 
by 19th Century commercial buildings set 
out in a clear grid plan.

In the later 19th Century, the original mid-
rise tenements and houses were replaced 
with new buildings of a much larger and 
monumental scale – this is most notable 
toward the east of St. Vincent Street toward 
Buchanan Street. 

Many of the buildings around the site are 
listed – including the immediate adjacent 
‘Hatrack’ building that is Category A Listed. 
Development of 150 St. Vincent Street will 
require to maintain a sensitivity toward this 
in terms of any physical works between the 
two buildings and its setting. Water loo Street

SITE
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

Cadworks +71.58m

177 Bothwell St. +71.58m

Scottish Power HQ +81.00m

Holland Park +84.50m

292 St. Vincent St. +79.00m

St. Vincent Plaza +67.70m

The Grid +51.00m

Atlantic Square +56.50m

4 Atlantic Quay +35.00m

Motel One +41.52m

One Central +74.70m

The Pinnacle +61.00m

Aurora +42.00m

1 West Regent St. +48.50m

137-141 West Nile St. +88.84m

01 177 Bothwell Street 
02 20-32 Cadogan Street
03 Atlantic Square
04 Holland Park
05 64 Waterloo Street
06 29-39 Cadogan Street
07 311-345 Argyle Street
08 67-81 Sauchiehall Street

Site: 150 SVS

Conservation Area Boundary

Extension

Demolition / New-Build

Consented Planning Applications:Key:
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EMERGING DESIGN PROPOSALS

Restricted by accessibility/topography

Extend to the rear of the site

Core position limits flexibility

Rear portion of the building to be demolished

Opportunity to assess site as a whole

Extend Vertically

THE EXISTING BUILDING
The design proposals will be developed in line with 
a thorough analysis of the existing conservation 
area ensuring a positive addition to the existing 
townscape. Understanding the character of the 
existing building and enhancing its contribution to 
the street and wider context is key to repositioning 
150 St. vincent Street within the commercial heart 
of the city centre.

ACCESSIBILITY
The current entrance of the building provides 
very limited accessibility to wheelchair users or 
persons of limited mobility. There is also restricted 
accessibility inside the building because of existing 
level changes that can be addressed through 
refurbishment and alteration to the existing 
structure. 

STREET PRESENCE
The current street frontage contributes very 
minimal presence and activity to St. Vincent 
Street, and there is no identifiable entrance along 
Wellington Street. There is potential to re-establish 
the site as a prominent office building by providing 
an inclusive and welcoming frontage to both street-
facing elevations.

FLOOR PLATE INEFFICIENCY
The current typical floor plate does not take 
advantage of the entire site boundary to maximise 
the internal office spaces. The centralised core 
compromises the space further by segregating the 
floor plate into restrictive compartments instead of 
allowing for a fully flexible open floor plan. 

The redevelopment of 150 St. Vincent Street will 
result in an improved and refurbished office space 
that will encourage more commercial businesses 
to invest and relocate to Glasgow city centre, 
expanding economic opportunities for the city. 

INITIAL STUDIES EXPLORING BUILDING DATUMS AND MASSING OPTIONS 
EXPLORING OPPORTUNITIES FOR INCLUSION OF EXTERNAL TERRACE SPACES.
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THE PROPOSAL

150 SVS from Hope StreetView down SVS looking East 

View South down Wellington Street150 SVS, from Wellington street looking North
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FEEDBACK AND NEXT STEPS

Thank you for taking the time to visit our project website for the 
proposed refurbishment, alteration and extension to the existing 
office building at 150 St Vincent Street, Glasgow.

It is anticipated that a planning application will be submitted 
in Spring 2022 for the proposed development. The planning 
application will be accompanied by various technical information 
and reports which will be submitted to the local planning authority. 
We encourage attendees to complete the online feedback form, in 
order to share their comments on the proposed development. The 
completed forms can be filled out online or comments can be sent 
via email to 150svs@iceniprojects.com

Please note that comments submitted as part of this pre-
application consultation are not representations to the 
planning authority. There will be an opportunity to make formal 
representations to Glasgow City Council when the formal planning 
application is submitted.

Following the period for submitting comments, we will review 
all feedback received and consider whether any changes to the 
proposals should be made in advance of submitting the planning 
application.

TARGET
TIMELINE

Spring 2022
Planning Application

January 2022
Public Consultation

2023
Siteworks Begin

2025
Building Complete


